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FOREWORD 

This report was prepared by Professor Otto W. Nuttli under Con

tract No. DACW39-72-C-0070. It is part of ongoing work at the U. S. 

Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) in Engineering 

Study 561, Geological and Seismological Evaluations in Earthquake Engi

neering. It is the first of what will be a series of state-of-the-art 

papers on methodologies for determining the severity of bedrock motions 

during earthquakes. 

Professor Nuttli has provided a combined state-of-the-art review 

and research report. The region of concern, the Central United States, 

totally lacks time-history records for major earthquakes. Yet, the. 

region contains an area in which the severity of ground motions from 

possible earthquakes is considered comparable with the most seismically 

active areas in the United States. The New Madrid earthquakes of 1811-

1812 are considered as severe as any that have occurred in the United 

States and seismologists expect future earthquakes to be as large. Only 

the frequency of occurrence is different from other better known areas 

of major seismic risk. We know. that earthquakes in the Central United 

States differ greatly in duration and attenuation from those in areas 

with more complete records-; California-, for example. Consequently; 

assessments by analogy with other areas are suspect and must be made 

with considerable qualification. 

An effort was needed to define the characteristics of earthquakes 

in Central United States as fully as present knowledge permits. In ad

dressing this problem, Professor Nuttli has largely created. the method

ology that he describes and his work is a major advance. For the first 

time, it permits assessments that are in accord with the experience and 
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evidence for Central United States. As better factual knowledge is ob

tained, particularly in the form of strong motion records, Profes-

sor Nuttli and the WES expect to reassess this work, to refine and ex

tend it, and to better delineate its applicability. 

The work was under the general direction of Dr. Charles R. Kolb, 

Chief of the Geology Branch, and Mr. James P. Sale, Chief of the Soils 

and Pavements Laboratory. Inunediate direction was provided by 

Dr. Ellis L. Krinitzsky. Editing of the report was by Mrs. Rosemary M. 

Schaff. The Director of WES was COL Ernest D. Peixotto and Mr. Fred R. 

Brown was Technical Director. 
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CONVERSION FACTORS, BRITISH TO METRIC UNITS OF MEASUREMENT 

British units of measurement used in this report can be converted to 

metric units as follows: 

MultiJ2l;:l By To Obtain 

inches 2.54 centimeters 

feet 0.3048 meters 

miles 1.609344 kilometers 

square miles 2.58999 square kilometers 

acres 4046.856 square meters 

dynes 0.00001 newtons 

bars 0.00001 newtons/square meter 
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SUMMARY 

The earthquake risk problem in the Central United States, taken 
to be approximately the area east of the Rocky Mountains and west of 
the Appalachians, is discussed. The seismic history of the area is re
viewed and is used to divide the area into various seismic regions. 

A design earthquake, defined as the largest earthquake that can 
be expected to occur within an area, is specified for each of the 
three seismic regions. Specification of the design earthquake is 
accomplished by giving ground displacement, particle velocity, and 
acceleration values in hard rock as a function of distance from the 
earthquake, for three particular wave frequencies. The results are pre
sented in graphical and tabular form. 

A brief discussion of the effects of soil instability is included. 
The problem is of particular importance in the Mississippi and other 
major river valleys of the Central United States. 
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STATE-OF-THE-ART FOR ASSESSING EARTHQUAKE HAZARDS 

IN THE UNITED STATES 

DESIGN EARTHQUAKES FOR THE CENTRAL UNITED STATES 

PART I: INTRODUCTION 

1. For the purposes of this report, the "Central United States" 

is defined as the region east of the Rocky Mountains and west of the 

Appalachians. This definition conforms to that used by the National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (formerly Coast and Geodetic 

Survey) of the U. S. Department of Commerce in its publication "Earth

quake History of the United States" in which the United States is di

vided into northeastern, eastern, central, and western mountain regions, 

and also the regions of Washington and Oregon, California and western 

Nevada, and Alaska. 1 The central region, bounded approximately by the 

meridians of 85 and 105 deg west longitude, includes the following 

states: North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Kansas, Texas, 

Louisiana, Arkansas, Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, 

Indiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Michigan, and Ohio, and the western 

halves of Kentucky and Tennessee. 

2. This report is concerned with the seismic history of the Cen

tral United States and with the specifications of a design earthquake 

for that region. A design earthquake is defined, for the purposes of 

this report, as the largest earthquake that can be expected to occur. -----·* ______ ..... ~--.-.. _________________________ _ 
To describe it, the estimated ground displacement, velocity, and accel

eration will be given_ f'or hard-rock materia-1 a-s- a- function- of- di-stance 

from the epicenter, for different values of frequency of the ground 

motion. At sites where soft soil types are encountered, the effect of 

such surficial material on the ground motion will also be considered. 

3. There is an important assumption made in the selection of a 

design earthquake for an area: namely, that the seismic history of the 

area gives a reliable indication of future earthquake activity. Because 

the chronicle of earthquakes of the Central United States covers no more 
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than 200 years and because the geologic processes that ultimately pro

duce earthquakes cover a long period of time, there is a possibility 

that sufficient data to make reliable estimates are not available. By 

analogy, it might be compared to predicting the annual rainfall for a 

region on the basis of precipitation amounts for only one month. A bet

ter example, perhaps, is furnished by the seismic history of the New 

Madrid faulted zone, which includes southeast Missouri, northeast Ar

kansas, western Tep.nessee, western Kentucky, and southern Illinois. 

4. Insofar as effects on landform are concerned, the most de

structive earthquakes in North America since its settlement by Europeans 

occurred within this zone between December 1811 and February 1812.2 ' 3 

However, if earthquake information was available for the years since 

1900 only, the region would be classified as a minor seismic region 

rather than a major one. (In fact, the New Madrid faulted zone is in

dicated to be a maximum-seismic risk zone (zone 3) on the risk maps of 

Roberts and Ulrich4' 5 and Algermissen. 6) Thus it is possible that there 

are regions in the United States that have not experienced a destructive 

earthquake in the past 200 years, but which will suffer a major one in 

the next 100.* To be completely on the safe side for such eventualities~ 

it would be necessary to consider a design earthquake as one whose mag

nitude is the largest that has occurred anywhere in the world. But this 

would ignore all evidence provided by geology and seismology and in most 

cases would result in gross overdesign of structures to preclude damage 

from such an earthquake, with a consequent waste of materials and with 

unnecessary construction costs. 

5. In Part II the seismic history of the Central United States is 

discussed, ·with -part:i.:cul.-ar -emplrasi.-s nn -the factors needed to specify a 

design earthquake for the Va.rious parts of the area. 

* On 15 Sep 1972 at 5:23 a.m., a minor to moderate earthquake (body-wave 
magnitude = 4.5) occurred in a region of northern Illinois (latitude 
41.61~ N, longitude 89.35° W) that generally is considered almost 
nonseismic. Although the earthquake resulted in only minor property 
damage, it was perceptible in at.least six states and was notice-
ably felt in the Chicago metropolitan area, approximately 80 miles to 
the east of the-epicenter. 
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PART II: SEISMIC HISTORY OF THE 
CENTRAL UNITED STATES 

6. A study of the seismic history of the Central United States, 
even though the history covers at most a time interval of 200 years, is 
useful both in establishing that certain areas of the region are more 
seismically active than others and in identifying the more active areas. 

Sources of Information 

7. Principal sources of information concerning epicentral loca
tion, maximum intensity, and the affected areas of Central United States 
earthquakes are two U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey publications, 
"Earthquake History of the United States" 1 and "United States 
Earthquakes. 117 The former contains a complete list of references to the 
sources of its information. The latter lists all earthquakes felt in 
the United States since 1925. A somewhat less complete description of 
seismic activity in the United States from the late 1870's to 1925 can 
be found in "Monthly Weather Review.118 Also of value are "Seismological 
Notes, n9 Freeman's "Earthquake Damage and Earthquake Insurance, 1110 

· Heinrich's "A Contribution to the Seismic History of Missouri, 1111 and 
Hobb's "Earthquakes in Michigan. 1112 

8. Before the 1930's, seismic intensities were based on the Rossi
Forel (RF) scale. Since then the modified Mercalli (MM) scale has been 
adopted in the United States. An abridged version of each is included 
as an appendix to this report. 

Location, Date, and Summary Description 
of Damaging Earthquakes 

9. For the purposes of this report, earthquakes of MM intensity 
greater than VI (or RF intensity greater than VII) are of principal 
interest, because they are the only ones that were strong enough to 
cause damage to structures. Earthquakes of smaller maximum intensity 
will be considered later for the purpose of illustrating the present-day 
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seismic activity in certain parts of the Central United States. Regions 

where small earthquakes occur more frequently than normal have a greater 

probability of experiencing larger earthquakes in the future. 

10. A chronological list of earthquakes of maximum MM (MM ) max 
intensity greater than VI (or RF intensity greater than VII) follows. 

16 Dec 1811, 23 Jan 
1812, and 7 Feb 18123 

ll. Each of these three earthquakes initiated a major sequence 

of destructive earthquakes. During the interval 16 Dec 1811 to 15 Mar 

1812, there were 8 earthquakes with MM intensity greater than or max 
equal to X, 10 with MM equal to IX, 35 with MM equal to VIII, and max max 
65 with MM equal to VII. Although precise epicenters could not be max 
determined because of inadequacies in the reports of the earthquakes, 

there is sufficient evidence to indicate that they did not all occur at 

the same place but rather were spread along a linear zone extending from 

near the southern end of Lake St. Francis, Ark., northeastward to New 

Madrid, Mo. 

12. The three principal shocks and some of their larger after

shocks produced marked physiographic changes in the Lower Mississippi 

River Valley. At some places there was 10 ft* or more of relative up

lift and subsidence of the surficial soil layers.3,l3 Long, deep fis

sures opened in the alluvial lands. These were accompanied by eruptions 

of large quantities of water and sand and by landslides from the banks 

and bluffs of the Mississippi and St. Francis Rivers. Waterfalls and 

rapids were temporarily created in the Mississippi River, presumably 

from relative uplift and subsidence on opposite sides of fault surfaces 

that crossed the river. 

13. Large landslides and collapse of riverbanks occurred as far 

south as Island 40 (just north of Memphis, Tenn.) in the Mississippi 

River. The two existing towns in the epicentral area at that time, 

New Madrid and Little Prairie (near present-day Caruthersville, Mo.), 

were destroyed. Stone houses were damaged and brick chimneys were 

* A table of factors for converting British units of measurement to 
metric units is presented on page vii. 
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thrown down in St. Louis and Cahokia (across the Mississippi River from 
St. Louis). At Cahokia there also were reports of numerous sand blows 
and waterspouts. To the east of the epicentral area, as far away as 
Louisville and Cincinnati, chimneys were broken off. The largest earth
quakes were felt as far south as the Gulf Coast, as far southeast as the 
Atlantic Coast, as far northeast as New Hampshire, and as far north as 
Ontario. No reliable infonnation about damage or the limit of the area 
to the west in which the quakes were felt is available because of the 
sparse population of the western lands at that time. 

4 Jan 18431 ' 11 

14. This earthquake had a MM intensity of VIII at Memphis, max 
Tenn., which city probably was close to the epicenter. In Memphis walls 
were cracked, chimneys fell, and windows were broken. Near New Madrid, 
Mo., the earth sunk at some places. In St. Louis one chimney fell, and 
people were in general badly frightened and some were knocked to the 
ground. The earthquake was felt as far east as Rhode Island and the 
Atlantic coast of Georgia. 
8 Oct 1857l,lO,ll 

15. Freeman10 estimates the maximum RF intensity of this earth
quake to ·have been about VIII at St. Louis. In "Earthquake History of 
the United States," an MM intensity of VI was assigned. 1 The largest max 
buildings in St. Louis rocked to and fro, and the Mississippi River was 
in tumult. Houses with walls 18 in. thick were affected by the hori
zontal movements. Heinrich11 suggests the· possibility of the epicenter 
being in the St. Marys fault region, south of St. Louis. 
17 Aug 18651 ' 11 

16. The epicenter of this earthquake was in southeast Missouri, 
where the ground motion resulted in an MM intensity of VII. Chimneys max 

·were damaged in New Madrid; water waves formed on the Mississippi River; 
and in a swampy area, the earth seemed to roll in waves. Chimneys fell 
in Memphis. Some walls were cracked in St. Louis. 
24 Apr 1867l,lO 

17. Freeman10 estimates the maximum RF intensity of this earth
quake to have been VII-VIII in Lawrence, Kans. The earthquake was felt 
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over an area of 300,000 square miles. 

18 Jun 18751 

18. The earthquake was most severe at Urbana and Sidney, Ohio, 

where walls were cracked and chimneys were thrown down (MM intensity max 
of VII). The earthquake was felt in southern Illinois, eastern Missouri, 

northeastern Kentucky, and southwestern Indiana, as well as in Chicago, 

Columbus, and Cincinnati. 

15 Nov 18771 

19. Two earthquakes about 45 min apart, with epicenters in eastern 

Nebraska, were felt over an area of 140,000 square miles. Walls were 

cracked in North Platte, Nebr., (MM intensity VII) and were damaged max 
at Columbus, Nebr. 

22 Oct 18821 ' 10 

20. The earthquake had an MM intensity of VI-VII in west 
max 

Arkansas. Bricks were thrown from chimneys and movable objects were 

overturned in Sherman, Tex. The earthquake was felt over an area of 

135,000 square miles. 
12 Apr 1883l,ll 

21. The earthquake had an MM intensity of VII at Cairo, Ill., max 
where one old frame house was reportedly shaken down. 

8 Jan 18911 

22. Two distinct earthquakes leveled chimneys in Rusk, Tex., 

where the MJ\iax intensity was VII. 

31 Oct 1895l~lO,ll 

23. The earthquake had an MM intensity of VII at Charleston, max 
Mo. , where 4 acres of ground sank and formed a lake. Many chimneys were 

demolished an-d church steeples were twisted in Cairo, Ill. Several 

chimneys were thrown down in the suburbs of Memphis. There were hundreds 

of sand blows near Bertrand, Mo., ranging up to 10 ft in circumference. 

The earthquake was felt over an area of 1,000,000 square miles, from 

Canada to Louisiana and Mississippi, and from Georgia and Virginia to 

Kansas and South Dakota. 

29 Apr 18991 

24. The earth~uake, with MM intensity of VII, was most severe max 
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at Jeffersonville and Shelbyville, Ind. A few chimneys were thrown down 

and brick walls collapsed at Vincennes, Ind. 

4 Nov 19031 ' 11 

25. There were two earthquakes of MM intensity of VI-VII, with max 
epicenters in the New Madrid area. Walls were cracked in New Madrid, 

Mo., and Cairo, Ill. Chimneys fell in Cape Girardeau, Mo. 

27 Jan 19051 

26. The earthquake had an MM intensity of VII at Gadsen, Ala., 
max 

where chimneys were thrown down. It was felt over an area of 250,000 

square miles. 
26 Jul 1905l,lO,l2 

27. The earthquake had an MM intensity of VII in Calumet, Mich., 
max 

where many chimneys fell. 

7 Jan 19061 

28. The earthquake threw down chimneys and cracked walls in 

Manhattan, Kans., where the MM intensity was VII. max 
26 May 1906l,lO,l2 

29. The earthquake tw~sted rails and caused notable sinking of 

the earth above the workings of the Atlantic Mine on Keewenaw Peninsula, 

Mich. It was felt at Madison, Wis. The MM intensity was VIII. max 
26 May 1909l,lO,l2 

30. The earthquake had its epicenter in northern Illinois, and 

the MM intensity of VII was noted over a large area from Bloomington, 
max 

Ill., to Platteville, Wis. Many chimneys fell in Aurora, Ill. Tall 

buildings swayed in Chicago. The quake was felt over an area of about 

50,000 square miles. 
18 Jul 190~,lO,ll 

31. The MM intensity was VII near Springfield, Ill. Chimneys max 
were thrown down as far away as Hannibal, Mo., and Davenport, Iowa. 
27 Sep 19091,10,11,12 

32. An earthquake of an MM intensity of VII occurred at 
max 

Vincennes and Terre Haute, Ind., where chimneys fell and buildings were 

cracked. The earthquake was felt as far west as Kansas City. 
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18 Oct 19161 

33. The earthquake had an MM intensity of VII in northern 
max 

Alabama, where chimneys were thrown down and frame buildings badly 

shaken. The quake was felt over an area of 100,000 square miles. 

18 Dec 19161 ' 11 

34. 

was VI-VII. 

The epicenter was at Hickman, Ky., where the MM intensity 
max 

The earthquake was severe enough to shake bricks from chim-

neys of buildings near New Madrid, Mo. 

28 Oct 19231 

35. The MM intensity was VII at Marked Tree, Ark., where walls 
max 

cracked and old chimneys were razed. The surface of the St. Francis 

River was disturbed. 

5 Nov 19261 

36. The earthquake toppled chimneys in Keno, Ohio, where the 

MM intensity was VI-VII. 
max 

7 May 1927l,ll 

37. The earthquake had an MM intensity of VII at Jonesboro, 
max 

Ark., where chimneys tumbled down and buildings rocked. The earthquake 

was felt over an area of 130,000 square miles. 

30 Sep 19301 

38. A strong shock was felt over a wide area of Ohio, centered 

near Anna. The MM intensity was VII. Plaster cracked and fell, and 
max 

a chimney toppleq. 

20 Sep 19311 

39. The epicenter of the earthquake was at Anna, Ohio, where the 

MM intensity was VII. There also was damage to chimneys and walls 
max 

at Sidney and Houston, Ohio. 

16 Dec 19311 

40. The epicenter was in northern Mississippi, where the MM max 
intensity was VI-VII. Walls and foundations were cracked, and chimneys 

were thrown down in Charleston, Miss. 

19 Aug 1934l,ll 

41. The earthquake caused damage over an area of 230 square miles 

in southeast Missouri. The MM intensity was VII at Rodney, Mo. 
max 
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1 
2 and 9 Mar 1937 

42. Quakes of MM intensities of VII and VII-VIII occurred in max 
the towns of Anna and Sidney, Ohio. The shocks were felt over areas of 

about 

9 Apr 

100,000 

19521 
and 150,000 square miles, respectively. 

The MM intensity of the quake was VII at El Reno, Okla., max 
near the epicenter, where chimneys fell and buildings were cracked. The 

earthquake was felt over an area of 140,000 square miles. 

30 Oct 19561 

44. The earthquake had its epicenter in northeastern Oklahoma, 

with an MM intensity of VII near Foster Ranch, Okla. max . 
28 Mar 19647 

45. The earthquake had an MM intensity of VII at Merriman, max 
Nebr. It was 

14 Aug 19657 

46. The 

9 Nov 19687 

47. 

felt over an area of 100,000 square miles. 

earthquake had an MM intensity of VII at Tamms, Ill. max 

The earthquake had an MM intensity of VII in south central max 
Illinois, where it cracked chimneys and a water tank and rotated tomb-

stones. It was felt in 23 states and Canada. 

Identification of the More Active Seismic Areas 

48. Fig. 1 shows the epicentral area of the earthquakes of 1811 

and 1812. The hatched region indicates the author's estimate of the 

zone in which the epicenters were located. The first earthquake, which 

occurred shortly after 2 a.m. IocaI time on 16 Dec 1811, appeared to 

have its epicenter near the southwestern end of the zone. Later, large 

earthquakes occurred at the northeastern end, near New Madrid. Between 

16 Dec 1811 and 15 Mar 1812, 118 earthquakes·, of MM intensities of VII max· 
or greater, originated in this zone. 

49. The author's estimate of the location of the earthquake epi

centers is based upon descriptions of the effects of the earthquakes, as 

given in contemporaneous newspaper accounts.3 Fuller13 previously had 
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suggested a line of epicenters, rather than a single epicenter for all 

the earthquakes, on the basis of the topographic changes produced by 

the earthquakes. His field investigations of the region were carried 

out almost 100 years after the occurrence of the quakes. 

50. Fig. 2 is a plot of the epicenters of all earthquakes with 

MM intensities greater than VI that have occurred in the Central 
max 

United States since 1843. The reasons for the inclusion of this figure 

and for the rather lengthy presentation of data in the preceding pages 

are twofold. The first is to identify the regions of the Central 

United States where moderate-size (i.e. near the threshold of structural 

damage) earthquakes have occurred in the past 130 years. The second is 

to point out that, on the basis of the largest intensity earthquakes 

that have occurred since 1843, the New Madrid faulted zone is seismi

cally more active, but not overwhelmingly so, than other seismic regions 

such as the Western Ohio (including eastern Michigan) or Ouachita

Nemaha (northeast Texas and Oklahoma) regions. If the seismic history 

of the Lower Mississippi Valley were available only since 1843, major 

destructive earthquakes, such as those which occurred in 1811 and 1812, 

would not have been predicted to occur in that area. But because such 

large earthquakes did occur there, earthquakes larger than any of those 

which have occurred in the past 200 or so years may occur in other re

gions, such as the Ouachita-Nemaha or Western Ohio regions. 
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PART III: PRESENT-DAY SEISMIC ACTIVITY 

Magnitudes and Locations of Recent Earthquakes 
in the Central United States 

51. To further aid in identifying and classifying the regions of 

the Central United States that are seismically active, the epicentral 

locations of all earthquakes with MM intensities of V or greater 
max 

that have occurred from 1950 through 1970 are given in table 1. 

52. Fig. 3 is a plot of the epicenters of the earthquakes listed 

in table 1. Although the figure shows earthquake activity to be most 

intense in the Lower Mississippi Valley, it indicates that earthquakes 

also have occurred in recent years in Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, western 

Nebraska, South Dakota, Alabama, and Ohio. 

53. It is unlikely that in the last 20 years any earthquakes of 

MM intensities of V or greater could have escaped notice, even if 
max 

they occurred in the less populated areas of the Central United States. 

Thus, it seems reasonable to conclude that the map of earthquakes of 

intensity V or greater, as given in fig. 3, is complete. That is, no 

earthquakes have been overlooked because of a low density of population 

or a lack of communication facilities in the epicentral region. 

54. There is, however, a problem with using MM intensity to 
max 

classify earthquakes by size. In addition to depending upon the 

strength or size of an earthquake, maximum intensity depends also on the 

depth of the earthquake (focal depth or hypocentral depth) and on the 

character of the surficial geology. In general, for earthquakes of the 

same size or strength, maximum intensity will decrease as the focal 

depth increases. Loose, nonrigid surface soils generally tend to am

plify the ground displacement caused by an earthquake, which also causes 

the maximum intensity to increase. This effect, especially important in 

the floodplains or deltas of rivers, must be considered in evaluating 

fig. 3. 

55. The focal depths of all earthquakes in the Central United 

States are shallow, i.e. somewhere between 0 and about 20 miles. This 

has been established by numerous studies at Saint Louis University14-18 
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Table 1 

Central United States Earthquakes with MM Intensities max 
of V or Greater from 1950 to 1970 

MM max 
Date Latitude 2 

ON Longitude 2 
ow Intensit;y 

8 Feb 1950 37.4 92.4 v 
20 Feb 1952 36.4 89.5 v 
9 Apr 1952 35.4 97.8 VII 

16 Apr 1952 35.4 97.8 v 
20 Jun 1952 39.7 82.1 VI 

16 Jul 1952 36.2 89.6 VI 
17 Mar 1953 35.6 97.8 VI 
11 Sep 1953 38.6 90.1 VI 
1 Jan 1954 36.6 83.7 VI 

22 Jan 1954 35.3 84.4 v 
2 Feb 1954 36.7 90.3 VI 

26 Apr 1954 35.2 90.1 v 
25 Jan 1955 35.6 90.3 VI 

1 Feb 1955 30.4 89.1 v 
29 Mar 1955 36.0 89.5 VI 

9 Apr 1955 38.1 89.9 VI 
26 May 1955 41.5 81.7 v 
28 Jun 1955 41.5 81.7 v 

5 Sep 1955 36.0 89.5 v 
13 Dec 1955 36 89-1/2* v 

6 Jan 1956 37.3 98.5 VI 
27 Jan 1956 West central Ohio v 
28 Jan 1956 35.6 89.6 VI 
16 Feb 1956 35.4 97.3 VI 
2 Apr 1956 34.2 95.1 v 

29 Oct 1956 36.1 89.4 v 
30 Oct 1956 36.2 95.8 VII 
25 Nov 1956 37.1 90.6 VI 
19 Mar 195.7 _32 95 v 
26 Mar 1957 37.0 88.4 v 
26 Jan 1958 35.1 90.0 v 
27 Jan 1958 37 89 v 
8 Apr 1958 36.2 89.1 v 

26 Apr 1958 Lake County, Tenn. v 
1 May 1958 41.3 81.4 v 
7 Nov 1958 38.4 87.9 VI 

19 Nov 1958 30.3 91.l v 
13 Feb 1959 36.2 89.5 -v 

(Continued) 
* The "1/2" indicates that the accuracy of location is no better than 

1/2 deg. Where "0.5" is used, the accuracy is 0.1 deg. 



Table 1 (Concluded) 

MM 

Latitude 2 °N ow 
max 

Date Longitude 2 Intensit;y 

15 Jun 1959 Seminole, Pontotoc, and v 
Johnston Counties, Okla. 

17 Jun 1959 34-1/2* 98-1/2* VI 

21 Dec 1959 36 89-1/2* v 
28 Jan 1960 36 89-1/2* v 
21 Apr 1960 36.3 89.5 v 
10 Jan 1961 Southeastern Oklahoma v 
22 Feb 1961 41.2 83.4 v 
13 Apr 1961 39,9 100.0 v 
27 Apr 1961 35 95 v 
25 Dec 1961 39.1 94.6 v 
25 Dec 1961 39.1 94.6 v 
31 Dec 1961 44.4 100.5 VI 

2 Feb 1962 36.5 89.6 VI 
26 Jun 1962 37.7 88.5 v 
23 Jul 1962 36.1, 89.8 VI 
3 Mar 1963 36.7 90.1 VI 
2 Aug 1963 37.0 88.8 v 

18 Feb 1964 34.8 85.5 v 
24 Mar 1964 43.4 103.5 v 
27 Mar 1964 42.6 104.o v 
28 Mar 1964 ' 42.9 101.6 VII 
23 Apr 1964 31.5 93.8 v 
24 Apr 1964 31.6 93.8 v 
27 Apr 1964 31.5 93.8 v 
28 Apr 1964 31.7 93.6 v 
16 Aug 1964 31.3 93,8 v 
14 Aug 1965 37,1 89.2 VII 

15 Aug 1965 37.4 89.5 v 
15 Aug 1965 37.4 89.5 v 
20 Oct 1965 37,9 91.1 VI 
26 Jun 1966 44.3 103.4 VI 
20 Jul 1966 · 3'.J.T IOI.2 v 
14 Aug 1966 32.0 102.6 VI 
4 Jun 1967 33.6 90.9 VI 

29 Jun 1967 33.6 90.9 v 
21 Jul 1967 37.5 90.4 VI 
23 Nov :i,967 43.7 99.4 v 
8 Apr 1967 39.6 82.5 v 
9 Nov 1968 38.0 88.5 VII 
1 Jan 1969 34.8 92.6 v 

12 May 1969 31.8 106.4 v 
17 Nov 1970 35.9 89.9 VI 

* The 11 1/211 indicates that the accuracy of location is no better than 
1/2 deg. Where 11 0.5" is used, the accuracy is 0.1 deg. 
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and confirmed by entirely independent methods by Tsai and Akil9 and 

Mitchel1.20 These studies refute an earlier inference of Gutenberg and 

Richter21 that the large earthquake-felt areas of the Central United 

States result from greater-than-normal focal depth. Recently the author 

(Nuttli22 ) has explained that these large areas are the result of lower

than-average attenuation of earthquake wave energy in the Central and 

Eastern United States. 

Magnitudes and Locations of Recent Earthquakes 
in the Lower Mississi:ppi Valley 

56. Since 1967 a sufficiently dense network of calibrated seis

mograph stations has been in operation to provide the data required for 

locating and determining the magnitude of all earthquakes in the Lower 

Mississippi Valley with ~ (body-wave magnitude) greater than or equal 

to 3-1/2. (Magnitude is a quantity related to the strength or energy 

release of an earthquake. It is determined from the data of seismo

graphs and does not depend upon the earthquake being felt by people or 

affecting structures. Conventionally, the body-wave magnitude is de

termined from the amplitudes of the compressional or longitudinal waves; 

whereas, the surface-wave magnitude is obtained from the amplitudes of 

the lower frequency surface waves.) 

57. Throughout the rest of the Central United States, seismo

graph stations are sparsely distributed. Some states, in fact, do not 

have a single station in operation at present. 

58. Table 2 lists the epicentral coordinates and body-wave mag

nitudes of the earthquakes that have occurred in the Lower Mississippi 

Valley since 1967 and which had a body-wave magnitude of 3-1/2 or 

greater. Magnitudes, and in most cases epicentral coordinates, were 

determined at Saint Louis University. 

59. Fig. 4 is a plot of the epicenters listed in table 2. The 

epicenters are indicated by black circles with the date of the earth

quake given alongside the circle. The crosses indicate the location of 

seismograph stations. The letters are abbreviations for the station 

names. Stations operated by Saint Louis University are: SIM 
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Table 2 

Epicentral Coordinates of Earthquakes in the Lower Mississippi Valley 

Since 1967 with Body-Wave Magnitudes of 3-1[2 or Greater 

Origin Time 2 Gmt 
ON ow 

Body-Wave 
Date hr min sec Latitude 2 Longitude 2 Magnitude 

4 Jun 1967 16 14 12.8 33.5 90.9 4.4 

21 Jul 1967 09 14 48 37.5 90.6 4.4 

9 Nov 1968 17 01 42.0 38.0 88.5 5.5 

1 Jan 1969 23 35 36.2 34.8 92.6 4.4 

28 Feb 1969 13 10 13.l 37.9 88.8 3.9 

27 Mar 1970 03 44 29.5 36.5 89.7 3.5 

17 Nov 1970 02 13 54.5 35.9 90.2 4.2 

12 Feb 1971 12 44 27.2 38.5 87.9 3.5 

1 Oct 1971 18 49 38.7 35.8 90.4 4.1 

1 Feb 1972 05 42 10 36.4 90.8 3.9 

29 Mar 1972 20 38 31.9 36.2 89.6 3.7 
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Fig. 4. Location of epicenters of earthquakes in the 
Lower Mississippi Valley since 1967 with body-wave magni

tudes of 3-1/2 or greater 

(St. Louis), F&"1 (Flat River-), CGM (Capff Girardeau), GRV (Green~ilTe), 

BRN (Bernie), and DY ARRAY (an array of three stations near Dyersburg). 

The other stations noted in fig. 4 are: ROL (Rolla) operated by the 

Uni~ersity of Missouri at Rolla; FAV (Fayetteville) operated by the Uni

versity of Arkansas; and OXF (Oxford) operated by the University of 

Mississippi. 
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PART IV: IDENTIFICATION OF REGIONS WHERE DAMAGING 
EARTHQUAKES ARE MOST LIKELY TO OCCUR AND SELECTION 

OF DESIGN EARTHQUAKES FOR THESE REGIONS 

Identification of Regions 

60. On the basis of figs. 1-4, the regions of the Central United 

States that have the highest probability of suffering a damaging earth

quake can be identified. They are identified by number and letter as 

follows: 1. New Madrid faulted zone (southeast Missouri, northeast 

Arkansas, southern Illinois, western Kentucky, western Tennessee, and 

northwestern Mississippi); 2a. Wabash River Valley faulted zone (south

eastern Illinois and southwestern Indiana); 2b. Ste. Genevieve faulted 

zone (east central Missouri and western Illinois); 2c. Western Ohio 

seismic region (includes southeastern Michigan); 2d. Ouachita-Nemaha 

seismic region (includes northeast Texas and Oklahoma); 3a. North

eastern Alabama seismic region; 3b. Northwestern Missouri, eastern 

Kansas, and southeastern Nebraska seismic region; 3c. Western Nebraska 

and western South Dakota seismic region; and 3d. North central Illinois 

seismic region. 

61. Although geological names have been assigned to some of the 

seismic regions, it has not been established that there is.a causal re

lation between these geologic structures and present-day earthquakes.* 

There has been no observed surface faulting associated with earthquakes 

of the past 100 years in the Central United States, such as commonly is 

seen along the San Andreas Fault in California. However, fault-plane 

solutions, based upon seismographic data, can provide information about 

-the~orrentatronuf the fault plane and the slip motion along it which 

is responsible for the earthquake. At present only one reliable solu

tion of this type.exists for a Central United States earthquake: namely, 

that for the 9 Nov 1968 earthquake, for which the faulting was of the 

reverse type on a plane striking north-south and dipping at 45 deg. 18 

* However, Stearns and Wilson23 have made a very detailed and thorough 
study of faulting and earthquake activity in the New Madrid faulted 
zone. 
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As more studies of this kind are undertaken, the relationship of earth

quake activity to particular faults will begin to be established. 

62. Seismic regions 2c and 3a, b, c, and d have been assigned 

geographical rather than geological names because there are no obvious 

geologic structures that coincide spatially with the earthquake 

epicenters. 

63. Fig. 5 places approximate boundaries on seismic regions 1, 

2, and 3. The hatched lines are intended to indicate that the bounda

ries of the regions are not precisely established. 

64. Seismic regions 1, 2, and 3 should not be confused with 

seismic-risk regions, such as those delineated on Algermissen's map. 6 

Rather seismic region l indicates a particular area, anywhere in which 

an earthquake of a certain specified size (the design earthquake for 

region 1) can be expected to occur. Damaging effects of an earthquake 

in seismic region l can extend far beyond the limits of the region, into 

areas which are considered almost aseismic. 

Selection of Design Earthquakes 

65. The design earthquake for a region has been previously de

fined as the earthquake of the largest magnitude that can be expected 

to occur. For region l (New Madrid faulted zone), a design earth

quake is one whose magnitude is equal to that of the three largest 

earthquakes of the 1811-1812 sequence. The lesser magnitudes, as 

well as the amount, of the earthquake activity in the remainder of 

the Central United States strongly suggests that the earthquake of 

the largest magnitude to occur outside region l will be smaller than 

that selected as a design earthquake for region 1. However, an ex

ample' in recent times can be cited to show that such an inference 

or deduction is not always justified. On 11 Dec 1967, a large

magnitude earthquake occurred near the Keyna Dam and Reservoir, not 

far from the city of Bombay, India. This earthquake, which caused 

loss of life and large property damage, happened in a part of India 

th t 'd d . . . 24 p . th ak t' •t a was consi ere nonse1sm1c. revious ear qu e ac 1v1 y 
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Fig. 5. Approximate boundaries of seismic regions 1, 2, and 3 in the 
Central United States. The design earthquake specified for seismic re
gion 1 might be expected to occur anywhere within region 1. Similarly, 
the design earthquake specified for region 2 might be expected to occur 
anywhere in region 2a, 2b, 2c, or 2d. The design earthquake specified 
for region 3 can be expected to occur anywhere in region 3a, 3b, 3c, 
or 3d and less frequently in region 3e, which is taken to be all the 
area of the Central United States not enclosed by the hatched lines in 

the figure 
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there was as sparse in number and as small in size as that of region 3 

in the Central United States. 

66. For region 2 (Wabash River Valley faulted zone, Ste. Genevieve 

faulted zone, western Ohio seismic region, and Ouachita-Nemaha seismic 

region), a design earthquake is taken as one whose magnitude is one unit 

less than that of region 1. For region 3 (northeastern Alabama seismic 

region; northwestern Missouri, eastern Kansas, and southeastern Nebraska 

seismic region; western Nebraska and western South Dakota seismic re

gion; and north central Illinois seismic region), a design earthquake is 

taken as one whose magnitude is 1-1/2 units less than that of the design 

earthquake for region 1. 

67. The design earthquake for region 1 corresponds to an earth

quake with body-wave magnitude equal to 7.2 and surface-wave magnitude 

equal to 7.5. 3 The design earthquakes for seismic regions 2 and 3 have 

body-wave magnitudes of 6.2 and 5.7, respectively. Inasmuch as the at

tenuation of seismic-wave energy is markedly different in the Central 

United States compared with the Western United States, the reader is 

cautioned not to use empirical equations involving magnitude that were 

derived from the recorded ground motion of earthquakes in California, 

Nevada, Washington, etc., when calculating ground motion in the Central 

United States. 

68. An inspection of figs. 2, 3, and 5 will show that there have 

been some earthquakes whose epicenters do not lie inside seismic re

gion 1, 2, or 3. A few of these earthquakes had MM intensities as 

great as VII. There is no place in the Central United States that can 

be considered completely aseismic. Although the probability of occur

rence of an earthquake in such places is very low, when such earthquakes 

do occur, they can have intensities as large as those of earthquakes 

which occur in regions 3a, b, c, and d. Therefore, all parts of the 

Central United States outside of regions 1, 2, and 3a, b, c, and d will 

be included in region 3e. 

69. The selection of a design earthquake for any region is always 

somewhat subjective and depends in part upon the experience of the seis

mologist making the judgment. Because this report is intended for use 
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by the civil engineers who construct dams and reservoirs and because of 

the great loss of life and of property that would be caused by the fail

ure of one of these structures, the author has made conservative esti

mates with regard to the design earthquakes. That is, if he has erred 

in selecting magnitudes for the design earthquakes, it has been on the 

safe side. It possibly may require as much as 500 years until earth

quakes as large as the design earthquakes actually occur in a given 

region. 
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PART V: SPECIFICATIONS OF THE DESIGN EARTHQUAKES 
FOR THE CENTRAL UNITED STATES 

70. In this part the variation of the ground motion (displace

ment, particle velocity, and acceleration) with epicentral distance for 

earthquakes in the Central United States is discussed. · It is assumed 

that the surface materials are competent. (Consideration of the effects 

of noncompetent surface materials is discussed in Part VI.) The dif

ferences that exist in the ground motion versus distance relations for 

the Central United States as opposed to the Western United States are 

discussed briefly and some of the consequences are considered. Finally, 

curves and tables are presented for displacements, particle velocities, 

and accelerations as a function of epicentral distance for the three 

proposed design earthquakes at ground-motion frequencies of 3, 1, and 

0.3 Hz (wave periods of 0.33, 1, and 3.3 sec, respectively). 

Particle Velocity 

71·. Structural engineers commonly use acceleration as the mea

sure of ground motion caused by earthquakes. Inasmuch as particle ve

locity is less frequently utilized by them, it might be desirable to 

include some discussion of this ground-motion parameter. Particle ve

locity is the speed at which a particle of the rock mass moves. It 

attains its largest value in the source region and diminishes with dis

tance from the earthquake focus. It is always much smaller in numerical 

value than the wave velocity, which is the speed at which the distur

bance propagates through the medium. The wave velocity depends upon the 

elastic moduli and the density of the rock mass through which the wave 

propagates. Typical values of wave velocities in earth materials lie 

between land 10 km/sec. 

72. The lower limit for particle velocity is zero. Particle ve

locities as small as l mµ/sec are detected by standard seismographs. 

The upper limit for particle velocity, i.e. the largest particle veloc

ity that a rock mass can experience, depends upon the shear resistance 
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of the material and upon the stress change. For earthquakes, the stress 
change is much more important. Brune25 has shown that for an earthquake 
with a shear stress drop of 108 dynes/cm2 (100 bars), the maximum par

ticle velocity in typical rock material is between 100 and 150 cm/sec. 
9 2 . For a shear stress drop of 10 dynes/cm (1000 bars), the maximum par-

ticle velocity is between 1000 and 1500 cm/sec. Based upon observa

tional evidence of an indirect nature, it appears that the largest 

shear-stress drop associated with an earthquake is somewhere between 100 

and 1000 bars. Trifunac and Hudson26 presented strong-motion data that 
show a·maximum particle velocity of 115 cm/sec for one horizontal com

ponent of motion at Pacoima Dam, which was 5 km from the epicenter of 
the 1971 San Fernando, Calif., earthquake. Taking the vector resultant 

of the two horizontal and vertical components of particle velocity at 

that site, the maximum !esultant particle velocity is 140 cm/sec. Nu
clear explosions, which behave almost as point sources of energy, have 
much higher effective stresses than earthquakes. As a consequence, the 
maximum particle velocity of the motion generated by these explosions 

is a greater number than that for earthquakes. Rodean27 presented a 

graph for the ground motion produced by the 5-kt explosion HARDHAT at 
the Nevada Test Site, which shows a peak particle velocity of 1800 cm/ 

sec in granite at 90 m distance from the source. At this distance the 

material behaved nonelastically, and there was fracturing of the rock. 

Particle velocities extrapolated to 10 m, where there were no measuring 
instruments, would be about ten times greater. 

73. Studies of the effects of explosion-generated waves on struc

tures, principally from small-yield chemical explosions, indicate that 
a particle velocity of 5 cm/sec (2 in./sec) can be taken as the threshold 28 . . 
of damage. This number probably needs to be reduced by a factor of 

about 2 to 3 for earthquakes, i.e. a threshold of damage for earthquakes 

of about 2 cm/sec, because of the longer duration of the earthquake 
motion. For earthquakes there is the additional likelihood that some 

of the waves will have periods equal to the natural or resonant periods 

of oscillation of the structure; whereas waves generated by small-yield 
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explosions will have periods much shorter than the natural periods of 
the structure. 

Relation of Ground Motion to Distance, Mag
nitude, and Wave Frequency for the 

Central United States 

74. The conventional equations that are used to calculate body
and surface-wave magnitudes M are of the form 

M = B + C log x + log A/T (1) 

where 

B and C = constants 

x = horizontal distance from epicenter to seismograph station 
A = displacement amplitude of the body or surface wave 
T = period of wave 

For body waves (P-waves), the amplitude A usually is the maximum of 
the displacements in the first three or so cycles of the motion. Unfor
tunately seismologists do not agree on this point, so that differences 
in techniques of reading the seismograms can resuit in differences in 
the ~ estimate of as much as 0.2 unit. For the surface-wave equations 
used in this report, the amplitude A is defined as that of the sus
tained maximum motion. Thus, there might be an isolated single cycle 
of motion with an amplitude bigger than that of A • 

75. The numerical values of B and C are different for body 
and surface waves. In general, C is a measure of the attenuation of 
the wave energy (resulting- from b-oth spreading- out- of- the-wave- f-ront and

from anelastic, or dissipative, causes); whereas B depends upon the 
relative excitation at the earthquake source of the wave being consid
ered, compared with the excitation of the waves of other periods and 
types. Evernden29 presented an equation for the determination of body
wave magnitude in the Central United States which uses the A/T values 
of the P-wave (longitudinal or compressional) at distances from about 
100 to 1500 miles. Nuttli22 presented equations for calculating 
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body-wave and surface-wave magnitudes in the Central United States, 

using the A/T values of the 1-sec and 3- to 6-sec period Rayleigh 

(surface) waves. These equations provided the basis for calculating 

the values of displacement, particle ·-velocity, and acceleration for the 

selected design earthquakes. 

Comparison of Ground Motion and Distance 
Relations for the Central and 

Western United States 

76. It has been demonstrated that the attenuation of body waves29 
and surface waves20 ' 22 is appreciably lower east of the Rocky Mountains 

than west. That is, the dimunition of ground motion with distance from 

the epicenter is much smaller in the Central United States than in 

California. This serves to explain the much larger areas of percep

tibility and of damage for Central United States earthquakes than for 

West Coast Earthquakes of the same magnitude. As a consequence, the 

many published empirical equations for ground motion caused by Califor

nia earthquakes cannot be applied to Central United States earthquakes. 

77. There is a related, but different effect, that further inten-

· sifies the destructive capabilities of Central United States earthquakes. 

Earthquake surface waves are dispersed, which results in an increase in 

the time duration of the wave motion with an increase in epicentral 

distance. Dispersion is not too serious a problem in California earth

quakes, because the strong attenuation of wave energy with distance re

duces the ground motion to insignificant amounts at the distances at 

which dispersion becomes important. But because of the weak attenuation 

of -surf-ace-wave -energy in the Central -Uni-ted S-tates,. the a.rnpli~udes re-

main large at distances at which dispersion is significant. This pro

duces a prolonged shaking, of as much as l or 2 min, at distances. of a 

few hundred miles or more. There is. a further danger of developing res

onance conditions for structures with natural periods of oscillation 

near those· of the dominant surface-wave motion, which will usually be 

periods of about l·to 10 sec at these distances. 

78. From the statements above, it follows that the parameters of 
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a design earthquake for the Western United States will differ apprecia

bly from those for the Central United States. 

Ground-Motion Relations for.Central United States 
Design Earthquakes 

79. As previously stated, the design earthquake for region 1 of 

the Central United States is of the same magnitude as that of the three 

largest earthquakes of the 1811-1812 sequence. For region 2, the design 

earthquake will be one magnitude unit less than that for region l; for 

region 3, the design earthquake will be 1-1/2 magnitude units less than 

that for region 1. 

80. The author has evaluated the magnitudes and ground motions 

of the 1811-1812 earthquakes.3 The intensities of these earthquakes at 

points throughout the Central and Eastern United States were determined 

by a study of contemporary newspaper accounts. MM intensities were cor

related directly with particle velocities, using data of Gutenberg and 

Richter30 from Southern California earthquakes and Stauder and Nuttli18 

for the 1968 Illinois earthquake. Such a correlation between MM inten

sity and particle velocity previously had been proposed by Crande1131 

and Wiggins,32 but until the present, most earthquake engineers have 

followed Gutenberg and Richter30 and used a supposed correlation between 

MM intensity and acceleration. The data for the Illinois earthquake, 

which were independent of the data for the Western United States, con

firmed that particle velocity rather than acceleration correlates di

rectly with intensity. That is, if the particle velocity of the ground 

at a point is known, then the MM intensity at that point is known, and 

vice versa. 

81. From the MM intensity-particle velocity relation, it was pos

sible to assign particle velocities to the various localities in the 

United States at which intensity had been determined for the 1811-1812 

earthquakes. From what is known of the shape of the source spectrum of 

earthquakes,33 it can be concluded that the 0.3-Hz waves had the maximum 

particle velocities for the three largest 1811-1812 earthquakes. The 

values of the particle velocities can be determined from the intensities 
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and the shape of the attenuation curve for surface waves of this fre

quency is known; therefore a theoretical attenuation curve can be fitted 

to the data and particle velocity obtained as a function of epicentral 

distance for these earthquakes •. Displacement and acceleration, then, 

are calculated from the velocity values according to the equations 

Displacement = particle velocity/2n frequency (2) 

and 

Acceleration = 2TI particle velocity x frequency (3) 

82. Figs. 6, 7, and 8 present curves of displacement, particle 

velocity, and acceleration, respectively, for the design earthquake of 

seismic region 1 (New Madrid faulted zone) for wave frequencies of 0.3, 

1, and 3 Hz (periods of 3.3, 1, and 0.33 sec, respectively). These 

curves represent the author's estimate of the motions produced by each 

of the three largest earthquakes of the 1811~1812 sequence.3 The curves 

for waves of 1- and 3-sec periods are upward extrapolations of observed 

motions for recent earthquakes of smaller magnitude. The levels of the 

curves (i.e. the numbers on the axis of ordinates) are constrained so 

as to give a relation between ground particle velocity and epicentral 

distance which is consistent with the seismic intensity values for the 

1811-1812 earthquakes. The curves for waves of 0.3-sec period have a 

shape that is determined from attenuation studies of 0.3-sec period 

waves which were produced by small magnitude earthquakes; the levels of 

the 0.3-sec curves for the design earthquake were determined by the 

scaling law of seismic spectrum,33 which predicts the same acceleration 

in the -sourc-e r-egion for periods up to ~t 1-east 3 s-ec for ~arthquakes of 

magnitude 7 or greater. A surface layer of competent material is 

assumed. The displacement, particle velocity, and acceleration values 

in figs. 6-8 are the vector resultants of the vertical and horizontal 

components of the sustained maximum surface-wave motion rather than 

those of isolated peaks. At distances of 75 miles, the duration of this 

motion will be as much as 30 sec. At distances of 100 miles, and 

greater, the duration can be as much as 1 to 2 min, generally increasing 
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Fig. 6. Ground displacements on hard rock for the design earthquake of 
seismic region 1 (New Madrid faulted zone). The displacements given in 
the figure, for wave :frequencies of 0.3, 1:, and 3· Hz, are the resultants 
of the vertical and horizontal components of the sustained maximum 
surface-wave motion. At distances out to 75 miles, the duration of this 
motion will be as much as 30 sec. At distances of 100 miles and greater, 
the duration can be as much as 1 to 2 min, in general increasing with 

increasing epicentral distance 
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Fig. 7. Ground particle velocities on hard rock for the design earth
quake of seismic region l (New Madrid faulted zone). The velocities 
given -in -the -figure, -for wave -frequenchrn ui' 0.3, 1, and 3 Hz, are the 
resultants of the vertical and horizontal components of the sustained 
maximum surface-wave motion. At distances out to 75 miles, the duration 
of this motion will be as much as 30 sec. At distances of 100 miles and 
greater, the duration can be as much as l to 2 min, in general increas-

ing with increasing epicentral distance 
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Fig. 8. Ground accelerations on hard rock for the design earthquake of 
seismic region l (New Madrid faulted zone). The accelerations given in 
the figure, for wave frequencies o"f! O.}, l, and 3- Hz, are the resultants 
of the vertical and horizontal components of the sustained maximum 
surface-wave motion. At distances out to 75 miles, the duration of this 
motion will be as much as 30 sec. At distances of 100 miles and greater, 
the duration can be as much as l to 2 min, in general increasing with 

increasing epicentral distance 
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with increasing epicentral distance. Using data from the Wood-Anderson 

torsion seismograms as recorded at Cape Girardeau, Mo., the time dura

tion at an epicentral distance of 25-100 km is about 30 sec. At larger 

epicentral distances dispersion becomes more pronounced, so that the 

duration of the maximum motion may be as large as 1 to 2 min. The dura

tion of maximum motion at distances less than 25 km is not known, since 

there are, at present, no strong-motion instrument recordings of an 

earthquake in the Central United States. A few such instruments have 

only recently been installed in the area. 

83. In figs. 6-8, the curves are made to flatten out somewhere 

between 5 and 10 miles epicentral distance. The distance at which the 

curve flattens out is a function of the focal depth and the fault rup

ture length of the earthquake, and perhaps of other quantities as well. 

At smaller distances, body waves may give rise to larger accelerations 

than surface waves, but they are difficult 'to analyze mathematically and 

probably best can be treated as a random process.34 Because the body 

waves give rise to high accelerations for only a very short time inter

val (fraction of a second) , they are not so important insofar as damage 

is concerned as the surface waves (which have a longer duration), even 

though the surface waves may cause a smaller acceleration.35 The hatched 

areas in figs. 6-8 indicate areas of uncertainty. Actual ground motions 

probably will fall somewhere within the hatched areas. 

84. Ground displacements, particle velocities, and accelerations 

can be obtained for the design earthquake of seismic region 2 by re

ducing all ground motions in figs. 6-8 by a factor of 10. A reduction 

of one magnitude unit corresponds to a tenfold reduction in ground mo

tion because magnitudes are proportional to the logarithm of A/T • 

Ground motions for the design earthquake of region 3 can be obtained by 

diminishing the ground motions in figs. 6-8 by a factor of 30 (log10 30 

= 1.5). 

85. As a convenience to the user of this report, ground displace-. 

ment, velocity, and acceleration on hard rock are given as a function of 

epicentral distance for waves of 0.3, 1, and 3 Hz in table 3 for region 1 

(New Madrid faulted zone)', region 2 (Wabash River Valley faulted zone, 
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Ste. Genevieve faulted zone, western Ohio seismic region, and Ouachita

Nemaha seismic region), and region 3 (includes all regions of Central 

United States except those in regions land 2). 
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Distance 
miles 

5 

10 

15 

20 

25 

35 

50 

75 

100 

150 

200 

300 

5 

10 

15 

20 

25 

35 

50 

75 

100 

150 

200 

300 

10 

1) 

20 

25 

35 

)0 

75 

100 

150 

200 

300 

Table 3 

Dn~ie:n Earthguakt=i for RPp;ions 1, c:, nnd 3_. 

0. 3-Hz W.13.v~s 

}'article 
Displacement Velocity Acceleration 

cm cm/sec 

120-260 

120 

8o 

60 

48 

15 

11 

11.6 

12-26 

12 

8.o 

6.o 

4.8 

3,4 

2.4 

1.5 

1.1 

0.65 

o.46 

0.27 

4.a-8.G 

4.o 

2.7 

2.0 

1.6 

1.1 

a.Bo 

0.50 

0.31 

0.22 

0.15 

0.090 

170 

130 

100 

72 

50 

32 

23 

14 

9.8 

5.7 

26-54 

17 

13 

10 

5.0 

3.2 

2.3 

1.4 

0.98 

0.57 

0.56-1.l 

0.35 

0.26 

0.21 

0.15 

0.10 

0.066 

0.029 

0.020. 

0.012 

0.056-0. ll 

0.035 

0.026 

0.021 

0.015 

0.010 

o.oo6G 

0.0029 

0.0020 

0.0012 

8.6-18 0.019-0.037 

8.6 

5,7 

4.3 

3.3 

1.7 

1.1 

0.11 

o.47 

0,33 

0.19 

0.01'.) 

0.012 

0.0050 

0.0033 

0.00~2 

0.0016 

0.00097 

0.00067 

0.000110 

Displacement 
cm 

12-21 

12 

8.2 

5.2 

3.9 

2.8 

2.0 

1.6 

1.1 

0.80 

0.52 

1.2-2.1 

1.? 

0.82 

0.63 

0.52 

0.3'.) 

0.28 

0.20 

0.16 

0.11 

o.o8o 

o.40-0.70 

o.4o 

0.27 

0.21 

0.17 

0.13 

0.093 

o.o67 

0.053 

0.037 

0.027 

0.017 

1-Hz Waves 
}'article 
Velocity 

cm/sec 

78-140 

78 

35 

19 

13 

10 

G.8 

5.2 

7 .8-14 

7,8 

5,4 

3,5 

2.6 

1.9 

1.3 

1.0 

o.68 

0.52 

Acceleration 

" 

Particle 
Displacement Velocity Acee leration 

cm cm/sec 

o.IJ8-0.88 

o.48 

o.2G 

0.22 

0.16 

0.12 

0.083 

o.o65 

o.oI14 

0.033 

0.021 

1.2-2.4 

1.2 

o.Bo 

0.60 

o.47 

0.21 

0.12 

0.072 

0.043 

0.026 

0.012 

o.oI18 0.12 

0.031, 0.080 

O.O?li O.o6o 

0.022 0.0!17 

0.016 0.03') 

0.012 0.021 

0.0083 0.012 

o.ooC5 0.0072 

0.00114 o.ooI13 

0,0033 O.OO:'G 

0.0021 0.0012 

26-52 

17 

12 

9.8 

6.7 

4.4 

2.5 

1.7 

0.85 

0.53 

0.54-1.l 

0.26 

0.21 

0.14 

0.09'.! 

0.055 

0.037 

0.019 

0.012 

0.005 

2.G-5.2 0.054-0.11 

2.6 0.054 

1. 7 0.035 

1.2 0.026 

0.98 0.021 

0.67 0.014 

o.~5 0.00;5 

0.17 0.0037 

0.085 0.0019 

0.053 0.0012 

0.0~1, 0.0005 

2.6-4. 7 0.016-0.029 O,Ql10-0.C8o o.eG-1.7 0.018-0.037 

2.6 

1.8 

1.2 

0.87 

0.63 

0.33 

0.23 

0.17 

0.11 

0.016 

a.on 

0.0087 

0.0073 

0.00'.>3 

O.OolJO 

0.0028 

0.00~2 

0.0015 

0.0011 

o.r.JJ07 

o.o4o 

0.021 

0.020 

0.016 

0.013 

0.0070 

o.ooJ10 

0.00087 

0.000!,Q 

o.eG 

0.';7 

o.4o 

0.22 

0.1') 

0.083 

0.057 

0.028 

0.018 

0.018 

0.012 

0.0087 

0.0070 

o.coI17 

0.0032 

0.0018 

0.001~ 

o.oooG3 

O.oooliO 

O.OOOJ7 

·ir The ho.rd-rock ground motions (dizpl".1.cem~nt, pa.rticl"!' velocity, and acceleration) are the vector resultants of the verti
cal and horizontal comronents of the susta.incd mrudreu.'il surface wave motion. At distances of 75 miles, tlle duration of 
this motion will be as much ns 30 sec. At disto.ncec 0f 100 miles rmd greater, the duration can be ,'ls much ns l to 2 min, 
generally increasing with increasing epicentral dl.3tance. 



PART VI: EFFECTS OF NEAR-SURFACE GEOLOGICAL 
FEATURES ON GROUND MOTION 

86. The tables and curves in Part V were derived from data ob

tained at seismograph observatories, where the seismographs are almost 

always located on competent surface materials. For the case of alluvial 

valleys or deltas, where t?e surficial layers are not competent, ground 

displacements are, in general, amplified compared with those in compe

tent material. Other factors, such as liquefaction, landslides, and 

fissuring, may also become important. 

Effects of Soil Layers on Ground Motion 

87. It is well known and frequently mentioned in the seismolog

ical literature that MM intensities are greater on alluvium or on earth

fill sites, compared with those on hard-rock sites, for the same earth

quake at the same epicentral distance. The 9 Nov 1968 earthquake 

provides an example for the Central United States. The isoseismal map 

of Gordon, et al.,36 clearly shows increased intensities in the river 

valleys. Gordon, et al., describe the isoseismals as "a series of ir

regular concentric rings with ·conspicuous finger-like projections where 

major river valleys are encountered." From their map the author of 

this report has determined that the effect of the alluvial valleys was 

to increase the ground particle velocity by a factor of about 2 to 3. 

Gutenberg3? concluded from a comparative study of ground motions on 

hard rock and soil near Pasadena, Calif., that the displacements on 

soil could be amplified by as much as 4 to 5 times. These two sets of 

results are quite compatible, as a further effect of a thick soil layer 

in general is to increase the period of the wave motion, so that the . 

particle velocity is not amplified as much as the displacement. As a 

rule of thumb, we can say that unconsolidated soils can increase ground 

displacements by a factor of 4 to 5, particle velocities by a factor of 

2 to 3, and ground accelerations by about 1 to 1" 5. 

88. The approach above is empirical. A theoretical one can also 
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be used by calculating the transfer function for the surface layers. 

This method has the advantage of giving the amplification factor over 

the entire range of the spectrum. However, complexities in the mathe

matics of the method usually restrict the earth model to a horizontally 

layered, perfectly elastic medium for such analyses. These assumptions 

normally are too restrictive and unrealistic in the epicentral, or near

field, region of the earthquake. 

89. The 1811-1812 earthquakes provide data that tend to confirm 

both the ground-displacement estimates for the design earthquake in the 

New Madrid faulted zone (region 1) and the estimates of the amplifica

tion of this motion resulting from unconsolidated surficial layers. 

There was relative uplift and subsidence of as much as 15 to 20 ft.3 In 

table 3 (the design earthquake for region 1), the displacement on compe

tent material at a distance of 5 miles for a frequency of 0.3 Hz is 

120-260 cm. Taking 200 cm as an average, and a factor of 4 for the am

plification of the ground displacement, gives a soil displacement of 

Boo cm or 26 ft. Using 120 cm, the lower limit of displacement at 

5 miles, instead of 200 cm, gives a surface displacement of 16 ft. 

Liquefaction, Landslides, Earth Fissuring, 
and Sand and Water Eruptions 

90. A detailed discussion of the causes and effects of soil in

stabilities is beyond the scope of this report. Seed38 gives a good 

discussion of the current state of knowledge, along with a list of 

references. 

91. However, it should be mentioned that _all the usual causes of' 

soil instability--liquefaction of saturated sands and of thin sand lay

ers, landslides, fissuring, settlement of cohesionless soils, mud spouts, 

and sand boils--can be expected to be encountered in the Mississippi 

Valley seismic region. The conte~porary newspaper accounts of the 

1811-1812 earthquakes3 give ample evidence for this. Large areas were 

made inaccessible by long, deep fissures; water extruded from the soil to 

waist height; there were large mud and water spouts and sandblows; and 
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miles of riverbank slid into the Mississippi River. 

92. Fuller13 , on page 110 of his monograph, made some pointed ob~ 
servations about these problems for the New Madrid faulted zone. He re

marked: "Any severe earthquake originating at or near the center of the 

1811 disturbance would be disastrous to such towns as Hickman in Ken

tucky; Caruthersville, New Madrid, Campbell, and others in Missouri; and 

Jonesboro, Marked Tree, Osceola, and others in Arkansas, all of which 

are in or near the greatest intensity. The damage would be far greater 

than from the earlier shocks, owing to the prevalence of brick build

ings, and the loss of life would be considerable. The larger cities of 

Cairo and Memphis would also suffer severely. Memphis, which is within 

35 miles of some of the largest fissures in the whole region, namely, 

those north of Parkin (p. 55), is situated on a loess plain terminating 

in a bluff about 50 ft high facing the Mississippi River and underlain 

at water level by a bed of sand saturated with water. These conditions 

are similar to those which gave rise to the especially heavy destruction 

at New Madrid, and owing to the greater height of Memphis above the 

river the danger is accentuated. Cairo, situated on a point between 

the Ohio and Mississippi, is likewise in. an especially dangerous posi

tion as regards earthquakes. Such points of land were the very first to 

give way in the New Madrid shock and to be swallowed by the river, and 

it is almost certain if a severe shock were to be experienced the dan

ger along the water front would be great. St. Louis would also prob

ably be severely shaken, but it is built on firmer ground and its 

buildings are less liable to destruction from a shock originating in 

the New Madrid area because of the remoteness of the point of disturb-

ance. Judging from the action- at- Hercu-larreum, however, many structures 

probably would be seriously damaged, and considerable loss of life 

might result." 

93. Fuller's observations were made in 1912, before high-rise 

structures, reservoirs and dams, and gas and oil pipelines were con

structed in the area. 
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Problems Associated with Prolonged 
Duration of Ground Motion 

94. Earlier in this report, it was noted that the combined ef

fects of low attenuation and dispersion of surface waves will produce 

large-amplitude ground motions that continue for 1 to 2 min. The prob

lem was discussed previously to show how it might produce near-resonance 

conditions for tall structures. It also becomes important, however, for 

soil instabilities. Prolonged shaking, even though of small amplitude, 

can produce slumping and slides. A recent example, reported by Pro

fessor Stearns39 of Vanderbilt University, is of a landslide in eastern 

Tennessee caused by a small magnitude earthquake near Blythville, Ark. 

(17 Nov 1970, 35.89°N, 90.15°w, body-wave magnitude= 4.1). 

95. A different kind of problem related to prolonged ground mo

tion would present itself if the 1811-1812 sequence of earthquakes were 

to recur. In that sequence, there were three earthquakes of magnitudes 

equal to the magnitude of the design earthquake for seismic region 1 (on 

16 Dec 1811, 23 Jan 1812, and 7 Feb 1812). Interspersed between them 

were thousands of smaller magnitude earthquakes. Such a sequence of 

earthquakes presents the possibility of the first earthquake weakening 

the structure, which might then fail by the occurrence of other 

earthquakes. 
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PART VII: CONCLUDING REMARKS 

96. Three design earthquakes, which apply to seismic regions 1, 
2, and 3, respectively, of the Central United States have been pre
sented. The design earthquakes are specified by giving expected values 
of ground displacement, particle velocity, and acceleration as a func
tion of epicentral distance. These values apply to the maximum of the 
sustained ground motion of competent surface material. Additional 
allowance must be made for soil instability. 

97. In some cases, there will be overlapping effects of seismic 
region 1 for sites in regions 2 or 3. For example, Cape Girardeau, Mo., 
is in seismic region 2b, but the ground motion to be expected at 
Cape Girardeau from a design earthquake in the northeast part of re
gion 1 (50 miles distant) will be larger than the ground motion result
ing from a design earthquake for region 2b which occurs in the immedi
ate vicinity of Cape Girardeau. 

98. Some areas of the Central United States do not fall in any of 
the seismic regions 1, 2a, b, c, d, or 3a, b, c, d. As noted earlier, 
these can be considered to make up seismic region 3e with the qualifi
cation that the frequency of occurrence of earthquakes in 3e will be 
less than in 3a, b, c, d. However, in many cases when the site to be 
evaluated lies in any of the regions 3, the maximum ground motion at 
that point from an earthquake in region 1 will be greater than that 
from an earthquake at the point itself. 

99. Active fault zones in the Central United States are not well 
delineated, in contrast to those in California. There is no known evi
dence of surficial fault break·age- fur- any CentraI United States earth
quake, except possibly those of 1811 and 1812. Fault plane (or focal 
mechanism) solutions from seismographic data of Central United States 
earthquakes are meager. The only well-defined solution is for the 
9 Nov 1968 earthquake in south central Illinois. Tentative solutions 
exist for some other earthquakes, but they suffer from a deficiency of 
data. In all cases studied so far, dip-slip motion predominates over 
strike-slip motion. 
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100. There is always a possibility, although remote, that a 

large magnitude earthquake will occur in a region which previously was 

considered nonseismic. However, the subdivision of the Central United 

States into three seismic regions, as given in this report, is the best 

that can be done using the existing data. 
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MM 
Scale 

No. 

I 

II 

III 

v 

VI 

VII 

VIII 

APPENDIX A: SCALES OF EARTHQUAKE INTENSITY 

Modified Mercalli (MM) Intensity Scale of 1931 (Abridged)1 

Rossi-Forel 
Scale No. 

I 

I-II 

III 

IV-V 

V-VI 

VI-VII 

VTIT 

VIII+-IX 

Intensity 

Not felt except by a very few under especially 
favorable circumstances 

Felt only by a few persons at rest, especially 
on upper floors of buildings. Delicately 
suspended objects may swing 

Felt quite noticeably indoors, especially on 
upper floors of buildings, but many people 
do not recognize it as an earthquake. 
Standing motorcars may rock slightly. Vi
bration like passing of truck. Duration 
estimated 

During the day felt indoors by many, outdoors 
by few. At night some awakened. Dishes, 
windows, doors disturbed; walls make creak
ing sound •. Sensation like heavy truck 
striking building. Standing motorcars 
rocked noticeably 

Felt by nearly everyone, many awakened. Some 
dishes, windows, etc., broken; a few in
stances of cracked plaster, unstable ob
jects overturned. Disturbance of trees, 
poles, and other tall objects sometimes no
ticed. Pendulum clocks may stop 

Felt by all, many frightened and run outdoors. 
Some heavy furniture moved; a few instances 
of fallen plaster or damaged chimneys. Dam
age slight 

Kveryooay runs outdoors. Damage negligible in 
buildings of good design and construction; 
slight to moderate in well-built ordinary 
structures; considerable in poorly built or 
badly designed structures; some chimneys 
broken. Noticed by persons driving motor
cars 

Damage slight in specially designed structures; 
considerable in ordinary substantial build
ings with partial collapse; great in poorly 

(Continued) 
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MM 
Scale 
No. 

IX 

x 

XI 

XII 

Rossi-Forel 
Scale No. 

IX+ 

x 

Rossi-Forel Scale No. 

I 

II 

Intensity 

built structures. Panel walls thrown out of 
frame structures. Fall of chimneys, factory 
stacks, columns, monuments, walls. Heavy 
furniture overturned. Sand and mud ejected 
in small amounts. Changes in well water 
level. Persons driving motorcars disturbed 

Damage considerable in specially designed 
structures; well-designed frame structures 
thrown out of plumb; great in substantial 
buildings, with partial collapse. Buildings 
shifted off foundations. Ground cracked 
conspicuously. Underground pipes broken 

Some well-built wooden structures destroyed; 
most masonry and frame structures destroyed 
with foundations; ground badly cracked. 
Rails bent. Landslides considerable from 
riverbanks and steep slopes. Shifted sand 
and mud. Water splashed (slopped) over 
banks 

Few, if any, (masonry) structures remain 
standing. Bridges destroyed. Broad fis
sures in ground. Underground pipelines 
completely out of service. Earth slumps and 
and land slips in soft ground. Rails bent 
greatly 

Damage total. Waves seen on ground surfaces. 
Lines of sight and level distorted. Objects 
thrown upward into air 

10 
Rossi-Forel Intensity Scale 

Intensity 

Recorded by a single seismograph, or by some 
seismographs of the same pattern, but not by 
several seismographs of different kinds; the 
shock felt by an experienced observer 

Recorded by seismographs of different kinds; 
felt by a small number of persons at rest 

(Continued) 
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Rossi-Forel Scale No. 

III 

v 

VI 

VII 

VIII 

IX 

x 

Intensity 

Felt by several persons at rest; strong enough 
for the duration or direction to be 
appreciable 

Felt by several persons in motion; disturbance 
of movable objects, doors, windows; 
creaking of floors 

Felt generally by everyone; disturbance of 
furniture and beds; ringing of some bells 

General awakening of those asleep; general 
ringing of bells; oscillation of chandeliers; 
stopping of clocks; visible disturbance of 
trees and shrubs; some startled persons 
leave their dwellings 

Overthrow of movable objects; fall of plaster; 
ringing of church bells; general panic, 
without serious damage to buildings 

Fall of chimneys; cracks in the walls of 
buildings 

Partial or total destruction of some buildings 

Great disasters; ruins; disturbance of strata; 
fissures in the earth's crust, rockfalls 
from mountains, landslides, etc. 
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